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PARIS – VULOG recruits Grégory Ducongé as new CEO to lead international
expansion
Following an 8.4 million euros ($9.55 million) growth financing in 2015 from Ecotechnologies
Fund (managed by Bpifrance) and London-based Environmental Technologies Fund, VULOG is
strengthening its team through the nomination of Grégory Ducongé as CEO. Gregory Ducongé
will be responsible for leading VULOG in the next stage of growth. Two new operational directors
are also joining the executive team.
Grégory Ducongé previously served as CFO of the Powertrain Systems Business Group at
Valeo, a global tier-1 automotive supplier. Between 2009 and 2013 he was COO of Miyowa, a
mobile networking and messaging software business which was successfully sold to a large
American technology company in 2012. He brings invaluable experience in high growth
technology companies, as well as deep knowledge of the automotive industry to VULOG.
“I am very happy to welcome Grégory as the new CEO of VULOG,” Georges Gallais, VULOG’s
cofounder and Director of Innovation, said following the nomination.“ He is bringing fantastic
experience from the tech industry as well as knowledge of the global market.”
“VULOG is a recognized technology leader in the rapidly-growing carsharing industry and I am
very happy to have the opportunity to join the company as CEO at such a pivotal moment,”
Ducongé said. “I am excited to work alongside Georges and the team at VULOG, establishing
VULOG as a key player in new generation carsharing worldwide.”

ABOUT VULOG
VULOG is the leader in carsharing technologies providing an end-to-end solution including in-car technology,
software platform and mobile applications. VULOG helps mobility operators to implement all types of carsharing
for both public and corporate fleets. VULOG is recognized as a pioneer in new generation carsharing referred to
as “Free-Floating” (or “One-Way”), offering no constraints of pick-up points and return stations, while eliminating
the need for advance reservations. Users can therefore benefit from a flexible and on-demand mobility solution.
VULOG specializes in large-scale projects covering fleet of more than 250 cars. Customers include mobility
operators, rental companies, car manufacturers, fleet managers, cities etc.

